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Abstract: as a consequence of employment of many new techniques and upgrade of EAST 
superconducting tokamak to enhance divertor plasma performance, significant achievement 
has been realized in 2012, including 400s long pulse plasma, stationary 35s H-mode and 
3.45s H-mode with only ion cyclotron resonant heating (ICRH) etc. To approach steady-state 
(SS) operation of high-performance plasmas and address key physics on fusion 
reactor-relavent subjects, recently, capabilty of the plasma heating and current drive of EAST 
machine are doubled with total auxiliary injection power over 20MW, including new 
methodology of neutral beam injection (NBI) and electron cyclotron resonant heating 
(ECRH). Most diagnostics have been upgraded to be more compact and integrated due to 
limited port window and space available, and new advanced neutral-beam related diagnostics 
have been developed as well, to provide profile of all key parameters for study and 
understanding critcal issues specific to SS high performance plasma.
Keywords: plasma diagnostics, plasma physics, tokamak 
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1 .Introduction

EAST (Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak) device is aimed to 
achieve steady-state (SS) high-performance plasma sustained by intensive use of radio 
frequency heating and current drive, and to study relevant physics and technology. The 
initial three campaigns (2006-2008) addressed the feasibility of the full superconducting 
magnets and control algorithm with new features to explore some critical issues relating to 
steady-state operation with shaped plasma configurations [1-3]. From the third to the fifth 
campaign (2008-2010), modification of in-vessel structures and plasma facing components 
(PFCs), such as employment of full graphite wall with active water cooling and internal 
cryo-pump, utilization of new facilities like low hybrid current drive (LHCD) and ICRJF, 
optimized configuration real-time feedback control, optimum wall conditioning techniques 
etc., had made the EAST machine into routine step-way of the physics experiment, 
repeatable long divertor plasma discharges with 0.25MA/60s, 0.25MA/8s fully 
non-inductive current driven by 1MW LHW had been obtained [3-6]. In the 6 lh campaign 
2010, IMA/lOs plasma sustained by 1MW LHW, repeatable long divertor plasma discharges 
with 0.25MA/100s and 0.7MA plasma with 2.5MW injected RP power (0.8MW LHW plus 
1.7MW ICRF) were acquired [5-6]. Moreover, after successful use of lithium wall 
conditioning to control impurity concentration and ratio of hydrogen to deutrium, H-mode 
with mixed types of ELMs and longest type-III ELMy H-mode with a duration up to 6.4s 
were demonstrated [7]. In the latest 7lh campaign 2012, benefited from recent years9 

advanced technification and accumulated experiemence both on physics and technology, 
including flexible iso-flux real-time feedback control, upgrade of ICRF antenna structure
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and tremendously increased capability of both LHCD and ICRF with injected power 
feedback control， 400s long pulse plasma discharge (0.28MA， ne〜1.2， Te〜1.8keV， 

P l h c d〜1.2MW，Bt〜2.5T)， stationary H-modes with durations of 35s (0.28MA，ne〜2.2, 
P l h c d〜1.8MW，P r f〜1.2MW，Bt〜1.9T，H98(y，2)〜0.8) and 32s (0.4MA，LSN，PLH 〜1.2MW， 

Prf〜1.6MW，f=27MHz，Bt〜1.9T), ICRF Heating (0.5MA，ne〜2.0, Bt〜1.9T，AW〜30KJ) and 
H-mode heated only by ICRII with a duration or 3.45s have been achieved [7]. Being a very 
important tache of EAST project, in the meantime, diagnostics have been developed in 
various ways to keep step with requiremnt and progress of the EAST machine [8 ]. Untill the 
7lh campaign 2012, tens of diagnostics providing most of key profiles of plasma parameters 
were equipped for machine operation and protection, plasma equilibrium control, physics 
analysis and performance improvement et a l [7].
2. Setup and upgrade of EAST diagnostics

Diagnostic requirements of the EAST are determined by demands of measurement and 
physics study to characterize the plasma behavior over the full range of conventional plasma 
parameters, which are varied in different operation scenarios and evolved gradually. In the 
initial two EAST campaigns with full stainless-steel first wall and hydrogen operation gas, 
about 15 diagnostics were used, except in-vessel diagnostics of magnetic diagnostic, divertor 
probe and thermocouple, external diagnostics were those used on HT-7 tokamak with some 
modification of connecting flange and cables due to short of budget. Since the 3rd campaign 
in 2008, specific diagnostics became setup to accommodate EAST features of DN/SN 
configuration, LHW and ICRP plasma, long pulse discharge, and to cover whole region of 
conventional plasma operation. Until the 5th campaign 2010, 25 basic diagnostics were 
utilized routinely with extensive function for divertor plasma performance study. From 6 th 
campaign, development of advanced diagnostics focusing on profile of key parameters were 
on the way, such as a Nd:YAG Thomson scattering system (TS), a x-ray imaging crystal 
spectrometer (XCS) and a metal bolometer array with newly developed Pt resistor intending 
for intension of evaluation and optimization of the plasma performance, and physics 
understanding [8J. In the latest 7th camapign, profile of electron density and electron 
temperature came from TS, Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE), soft-X-ray pulse height 
analyser (SX-PHA), far-infrared (FIR) HCN laser interferometer and Microwave 
reflectometry, profile or ion temperature and plasma rotation speed relied on two 2D-XCS 
both in poloidal and toroidal direction, the radiated power distribution and impurity species 
got from Pt metal bolometry, AXUV, OSMA (Optical Spectroscopy Multi-Channel 
Analysis), UV-VIS monochrometer. The core and edge fluctuation, MHD instabilty, 
energetic particles dynamics, neutron yield and spectrum etc., had been diagnosed and 
studied as well. It has demonstrated that those diagnostics can play an very important role on 
physics analysis and interpretation based on integrated modeling, and enhancement of 
plasma performance.

To approach steady-state (SS) operation of high-performance plasmas and address key 
physics on fusion reactor-relavent subjects in coming 8 lh campaign 2 0 1 recently, capabilty 
of the heating and current drive of the EAST plasma are doubled with total injection power 
over 20MW, including new methodology of the neutral beam injection (NBI) and electron
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cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH). Most diagnostics are being in upgrade to become more 
compact and integrated due to limited port window and space available, and some advanced 
neutral-beam related diagnostics are developed as well with emphasis of distinguishable 
ability to provide all parameters9 profile including the current density profile and 
characteristics of the pedestal region in H-mode plasma, to study and understand critcal 
issues specific to SS high performance plasma.
3. Coming physics capability from the diagnostics upgrade

Expectable diagnostics for the coming 8 th camapign on EAST tokamak is listed in the 
table 1 , in which their function, measurement and purpose are presented. YAG TS system 
with expanding capability of better spatial and temporal resolution up to 50-100Hz and 50 
points in core and 2 0  points in the edge will play a key role on fine profile of electron 
temperature and density, additionally two 2D-XCS both in poloidal and toroidal using new 
crystal mornitoring He-like and Fe line emission, new ECE radiometer and SX PHA can 
compensate core missing information, and edge Te profile can be reinforced from 
Multi-energy SXR (ME SXR), Hot helium beam, Li-CXRS. As usual, FIR HCN interfemeter 
is used for density feedback control, microwave reflectometer will provide global density 
profile, and Faraday Rotation system (Polarimetry-Interferometry) is expected to be ready for 
density profile as well. 2D XCS with solid detector together with new NBI-related CXRS 
will provide profiles of ion temperature and plasma rotation speed, reliable assistance can be 
got from neutron camera and TOF (time of flight spectrometer), and edge Ti can be gained 
from RPA (retarding field analyzer). ITER-like Pt metal Bolometer and AXUV apply to 
study radiated power behaviors, local and global radiation energy balance in fast and slow 
time scale, optical filterscope system together with OSMA and UV-VIS monchrometer give 
nearly all types of light impurity species and distribution. Medium and heavy impurity 
species and distribution will be provided by EXUV spectrometer, SX PHA and ME-SXR. 
Plasma rotation profile variation during the discharge can rely on XCS and CXRS for the 
core, hot-helium beam, ERD and reciprocating probe for the edge. Fusion product and 
spectrum, and lost ions will be measured and analyzed by 3He and BF3 proportional 
countertube, fission chamber, liquid scintillator BC501 monitor, sLIP, SS-NPA and FIDA. 
Fluctuation study can be carried out based on C02 laser scattering, doppler reflectometer, 
ECEI, poloidal and radial correlation reflectometer for the core, and Li-BES, GPI and 
Hot-helium beam, fast CCD and reciprocating probe for the edge.

It is believed that upgraded diagnostics will provide more comprehensive, reliable and 
precise data to accommodate EAST athirst requirements of physics study on various 
advanced issues in coming campaign. Diagnostics available in the coming campaign will be 
ready for deep study of following physics issues:(1) stable and flexible plasma equilibrium 
and control, such as plasma initiation at low Vp, flexible shaping with iso-flux feedback 
control for more effective RP power coupling to plasma, advanced divertor operation 
scenario especially at ADSSO; (2) understanding and optimization of the high plasma 
performance plasma, such as SS H-mode， High Ti/pN; (3) RF wave physics, NBI physics and 
Synergic effect among RF and NBI; (4) Energetic particle instability and MHD-ELM control;
(5) Divertor and edge fluctuation and transport; (6 ) PSI issues at SS high performance
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operation, et al.
4. Summary

In the coming 8 th campaign 201 «j， as the tremendous increase of EAST machine 
capabilty on auxiliary heaitng and current drive up to 20-25MW (LHCD, 4MW@2.45GHz? 
6MW@4.6GHz; ICRF 12MW@25-75MHz; NBI 4MW; ECRH, 2MW@140GHz) and 
upgrade of reliable mockup structure and ITER-like in-vessel components (W? C, IC Coils, 
enhanced active cooling), optimized wall conditioning technique (Li oven/drop/pellet) and 
flexible fuelling method (GP, SMBI, Pellet), and upgraded diagnostics with more advanced 
precise and specific diagnostics for plasma physics understanding will find ways to extend 
EAST operation regimes, achieve higher physical targets, and seek for answers of existing 
observations which do not be fully understood at the moment, and new physics. It is believed 
that diagnostics avaliable will play a key role in studying and understanding critcal issues 
specific to steady-state high performance plasma, including current drive and profile control, 
transport of edge and divertor plasmas, stability of edge plasma, and interaction between 
energetic particle and bulk plasma.
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Table 1 Diagnostics available on the EAST machine

Function Diagnostics in 8 th campaign (2013-2014)

Te profile P: Core, TS (50 points); Edge, TS (20 points)
B: Global, 2D-XCS (solid detector)

Core， ECE radiometer (32ch，2.5-2.8T;16ch，2T)
Michelson interferometer (Grating polychromator) 

Edge, ME-SXR; Li-CXRS; Hot He beam (pedestal)
S: Core, SX PH A (down half volume, lOch)

Edge, divertor probe, reciprocating probe

Ne profile P: HCN interfemeter (5ch), Faraday Rotation System 
B: TS (core 50points+edge 20points), Li-BES (edge);

MW reflectometer (global Q, W, V)
S: Edge, divertor probe, HFS probe, reciprocating probe

Ti profile P: 2D-XCS (solid D), CXRS; SOL: RFA (Retarding Field 
Analyzers)

B: Neutron monitor; S: TOF

Radiation power
(local and global loss and
balance)

P: Pt Metal Bolometer, H (core 48ch +edge 8ch), V(12ch)
B: AXUV photodiode, H (global, 4xl6ch), V(16ch), T(16ch)

Profile of Radiation Photodiode array, H (3x35ch)? V(35ch), T(35ch);
2D SXS camera (T)
HX (CdTe, 16ch, Z>0)? 2D y-ray camera (T? LYSO, H8500) 
Visible bremmsstrahlung (1lch, 2.5cm), CIII and Ha array Div. 
Filterscope (U&D), Filterscope (Tang.)

しight impurity species Optical Filterscope (Udiv, Ddiv, Tangen.; Da/b/g, CII, C III,
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and distribution CH, Li I, 0  II, B II, Ar II and He II)
OSMA(SP750, 15ch+15ch; SP300, 8 ch+8 ch); VB,lOch; Fibre 
spectrometer; Top Da/CIII Array
UV-VIS Monochrometer (CIII, CII, BIV, BII, Oil, OV, LI, LII);

Medium and heavy 
impurity (species and 
distribution)

SX PHA (down half volume,1 Och), CXRS 
EXUV spectrometer (USTC，LHD)，ME-SXR

Plasma rotation profile Core: XCS (solid D)， CXRS
Edge: Hot-He beam (5mm, 50kHz, Ti>20eV, >lkm/s); 

ERD(P&T), reciprocating probe
q profile P: Faraday Rotation, BES (NBI, Li-beam), MSE (2014) 

B: SXR+EFIT reconstruction
Fusion product 
Neutron flux & spectrum 
Lost ions

3He + BF3, Fission chamber，
BC501 array (3ch)
sFLIP, H-NPA, FIDA (active and passive, 4cm)

Fluctuation Core: C02 laser scattering (CTS)? ECEI (18chxl6ch, 2.5-2.8T), 
Doppler reflectormeter, Poloidal and radial correlation 
reflectometers

Edge: Li-BES (Ne,r2cm,plcm); GPI (Ne, 2mm,400k); Fast 
CCD; Hot Helium beam (100K); Ne/Te (slow, ME-SXR); 
Reciprocating probe+HFS probe

^lasma-wall interact. Endscope visible CCD camera (two slow, one fast) 
Endscope IR camera (two)

MHD instability 
Lock mode (MHD)

ECEI (16chxl6ch, 2.5-2.8T), 2D T-SXR camera 
SXR camera, Mimov coil, 10%, Tang. SXR, Saddle coil

Runaway behaviors Vlidplane: BGO + Nal (Forward+backward) 
Nal array (5ch) + CdTe + BGO array (4ch)

三dge plasma parameters 
IF sheath behavior

Reciprocating probe, Bolometer, Tri-probe, Mach probe, Ha/Da, 
GPI
Katusmata probe

Species, pres. & distrib. Divertor fast pressure gauge, penning spectrometer
P: primary 
B:sackup 
S: supplementary
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Fig.l Down view of the EAST diagnostics arrangement
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